Examples of References

Examples of in-text citations

Funamizu (2017: 56)
(Kazama and Otaki 2011)
(Mara et al. 2007; Schöning et al. 2007; Maimon et al. 2010)
(ex. Funamizu 2012; Yamauchi et al. 2017)

Reference format for English sources

Journal articles
*Add DOI or URL


Books and chapters


Reference format for Non-English sources

- For titles (in case of journal articles: article title, title of periodical) written in Latin-based scripts, provide only English translation of article title, in brackets, after its original language. Do not translate title of periodical.


*This format rule will be applied to non-English European languages (French, German, Spanish, Italian, etc) as well.

*As of the literatures written under the name of public institution, the author name as public institution written in non-English languages scripts, then provide the English translation of its name.


● For titles (in case of journal articles: article title, title of periodical) and author names written in non-Latin-based scripts, provide transliterated Latin-based scripts before its original characters, and then provide the English translation of article title in brackets. Do not translate title of periodical.

Examples: Hayashi, Y. 林行夫 (ed.) 2009. “Kyoiki” no jissen shukyo: Tairikubu Tonai Chiiki to shukyo no toporojī <境域>の実践宗教―大陸部東南アジア地域と宗教のトポロジー (Practical religions in mainland Southeast Asia: Topology of religion from the region and “In-betweenness”). Kyoto University Press, Kyoto.


● In case of titles translated in non-English languages, provide transliterated Latin-based scripts before the translated characters, then provide the original characters in square brackets, and finally the English-translated titles in brackets.


*As of unpublished translated reference with its title unknown, or, translated source based on multiple article editing, do not provide article title. However, in case of the latter, provide the editor name in English.